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Kohler’s Chimpanzees

Jean Piaget with children
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Extract 1 (0:00-0:23)
1 ST
2
3 KB
4 ST
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Come and sit down and choose a place
((the children are milling around and sitting down))
>come=and sit down<
the big chair’s for me because I’m >bi(h)g=and fat<
and I need a big chair
(0.8)
((everyone is seated apart from ST, KB and Lucy))
and=we nee:d >two people to sit over that side.<
((points to the other side of the table)) (0.4)
((to Gemma)) Sorry, can I just push thr:ough? ((ST
squeezes past Gemma to her own chair))
(4.0)
Oh:::::ah ((ST sits down)) (0.4) there we are (0.4)
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Extract 2 (0.24-0.42)
14 ST now first of all, (0.6) can you see? There is a camera
there, (0.3)
15
((ST points to one camera, the children follow her gaze))
16
and a camera there. ((ST points to the other camera,
the children look))
17
(0.4) and those are just going to film us, (0.5) so that we
18
can th::ink about what you’ve sh:own=us (0.5)
19
a:nd how we’ve talked to you, >and think
20
“is there a way we can do it even better next time.”< (0.6)
21
okay?, so don’t worry about them.
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Extract 3 (0:43-1:32)
22 ST Now (0.6) what I want to do (0.7) is say hello to
everybody
23
and=I’m (0.3) v:er:y slow at learning names
24
so you’re gonna have to help me (1.2)
25
yes? (0.6)
26
My name’s=Shirley. (0.9) ((door bangs))
27
Kevin. ((ST points to all the adults in turn.
28
The children look)) (1.7)
29
Tess (0.6) >who’s just going to be watching and
30
writing things down for us.< (.)
31
Tom, who is in charge of the cameras.
32
(1.0)
33
and now we need to know your names. (0.3)
34
((looks at Lucy)) Will you tell us your name please?
35
Lucy: Lucy
36 ST that’s Lucy, (0.3) hello Lucy. (0.6)
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Extract 3 cont.
37
38 Ronan
39 ST
40
41
42 ST
43 Talal
44 KB
45 ST
46
47 Dave
48 ST
49 Gemma
50 KB
51 ST

((ST looks at Ronan))
my name’s Ronan (0.4)
that’s Ronan, hi::.
(1.5)
((everyone looks at Talal))
and what’s your name?
Talal
Talal
Talal, (0.7) hello Talal (0.9)
((everybody looks at Dave))
er, my name is Dave
hello Dave
Gemma
Gemma
hello Gemma
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Extract 4 (1:02-1:54)
52. ST
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61 Lucy
62 ST

Now we know all know each other, at least the
names. (.)
It will take a while to feel at home here (0.7) and
to feel safe.
Yes? that’s a bit like starting big school isn’t it?
(1.0)
Some of you are new. I know Ronan was here last
year.
Who=else was here last year? in the nursery?
((KB points to Lucy))
(1.8)
no=one? Were you here in the nursery Lucy?
ºyesº
Ye:s. and you↑ (0.5) Gemma you were, weren’t
you↑ (0.6)
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Extract 4 cont.
63 ST But you are new. ((to Dave))
64
(1.0)
65
and that’s hard and Talal is new and that’s hard. And
66
all the other kids know each other and you are in a new
place
67
(0.3) with new teachers.
68
(1.0)
69
and you don’t know all the other kids.
70
(1.2)
71
it makes it reahlly hard
72
(1.0)
73
ºyesº (0.4)
74 KB ºand you don’t know usº.
75
(1.0)
76
and you don’t know what’s happening here
77
(2.4)
9
78
it’s very worrying.

Extract 5 (3:38 – 4:05)
115 KB the other thing we need to say
116
(1.0)
117
is that, what we talk about here
118
(1.0)
119
will be between us.
120
(2.4)
121
>we don’t need to talk to your parents about=it↑ (0.5)
122
and we don’t need to talk to: your teachers about it.<
(0.9)
123
except if there’s something where we think,
124
somebody needs to be kept safe.
125
(1.2)
126
okay?
127 Ronan: I’m already safe↑(0.7)
128 KB well the:n (0.3)
129 ST that’s how we like it to be.
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Extract 6 (1.55 – 2.15)
79 KB
80
81
82
83
84
85

What we want you to do (0.7) is we want you
to te:- to tell us and teach=us (0.8) by showing us,
using the play:dough ((points to playdough)) (0.3)
and the draw:ing (.) equipment – the paper,
pens, and pencils ((points to this)) (0.7) what it’s
like to be (0.7) a five year old (0.4) and in the
reception class.

(( Talal, Dave, Gemma and Ronan are sitting still and looking
from KB to the playdough and pens on the table. Lucy is
looking at the playdough on the table in front of her.))
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(7) Extract 7 (3.34–4.07)
97. ST: but some of you may want to (0.4) do pictures
98. (1.2)
99. with the pens and the pencils
100. ((puts out pencils))
101. and you can do
102. (1.2)
103. which=ever you want.
104. Ronan: ºmm::º
105. ((Dave and Ronan start squashing the playdough))
106. ST: but we’ll want to keep the pictures for us to think
about
107. (0.6) between now and next week. Okay?
108. So the pictures will stay here for th:inking about. (0.6)
109. but what we make with the playdough >will have to be
110. squish:ed back-up and put back in the pots I’m
111. afraid< (0.3) because otherwise by next week it will be
112. all h:ard and horrible.
113. (3.1)
114. ºmm?º
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Extract 8 (4.08–4.45)
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.

ST: ((turns to Gemma)) you gonna squish that?
(2.0)
you gonna squish it really hard Gemma?
Gemma: ((nods))
ST: ((whispering)) ºGo-on then! º

((At line 128 the other children look towards Gemma.
Lucy is grinning with her playdough in her hand.
Talal has his head resting on his hand and does not
touch his playdough. Dave is holding his playdough
and Ronan, grinning, begins also to squish his
playdough.))
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Extract 9 (6.06 – 6.50)
184 ST >and=other days you can feel so small you
185
don’t want to do interesting things.<
186
(1.0)
187
And you can think ((ST puts on a grumpy voice))
188
< “I don’t like them”>
189
(1.5)
190
“I don’t like all these new things”
191
(2.0)
192
Mm::? “I want things I know about, an’ feel safe with”
193
(6.0)
194
>and it’s hard because all the time you’ve got to be big<
195
(2.5)
196
((whispering hoarsely)) its ha:::r:d.
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Extract 9 cont.
197
198

(1.0)
((ST’s body tenses, and she gestures and speaks
as if she’s
199
been squeezed and squashed)) you feel ↑all
squi:shed!↑(0.2)
200
>every which way<
201
(1.0)
202 Gemma heh!
203 ST
↑squi:shed↑ into being big. (0.2) ↑squi:shed↑
into sitting still on the mat.
204
(2.0)
205
↑Squished↑ into doing your work like a good girl
206
(0.2)
207
or a good boy.
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Extract 10 (6.51–7.44)
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.

ST: sq::w:ished! (0.5)
Ronan: ((smiling))
ST: >ever so hard.<
Ronan: ((grinning))
KB: Ronan likes that idea.
(1.6)
ST: ((grinning, and miming the squish with her hands))
< sq::::w::ished!>
((whispering hoarsely)) >it looks like Ronan’s saying,
‘‘sometimes its fun and sometimes I get so cross, I
squish with my teeth showing!’’<
(1.0)
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Extract 10 cont.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.

(1.0)
Arr:::gh!
(3.6)
((whispering)) ºand Lucy says, (1.0), >‘‘I’m not going to
squish, cos I’m not sure
about this º but her fingers are ALMOST going for a
squish!<
((Lucy and other children are looking at ST))
(3.0)
ST: º and Talal is still thinkingº
(2.0)
º ‘‘this is a very odd woman, she talks in a very odd way. º
all sorts of different feelings that all of you have
(1.5)
KB: a very odd woman who asks us to squish playdough
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Conclusion
- There were no procedures dedicated to establishing
structured immediacy.
- Instead it was developed and maintained in and
through participants activities, especially through
formulations and membership category work.
- Structured immediacy in this kind of psychotherapy
involved managing links to school and family
(foregrounding some, cancelling others)
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Psychotherapy in context
‘The practice of therapy is seen as occurring exclusively inside
an isolated situation: the session. Although sessions actually
are particular parts of clients’ lives elsewhere and of therapists’
institutional work practices, the conduct of sessions is assumed
independent thereof … the actual contextuality of the social
practice of therapy then goes unnoticed’ (Dreier, 2008, p. 5)
‘It should be of great concern how clients include their therapy
into their lives in other places in order to deal with their
everyday troubles. That is what therapy is there for.’ (Dreier, p.
12)
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Comparative work
- To other kinds of psychotherapy
(e.g. brief, solution focused therapy)
- To non-therapeutic occasions
(e.g. narrative biographic interviews and political
conflict)
- Structured immediacy in non-human primates
- Historical work
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Nebuchadrezzar

21

Marduk killing a demon and (?) Nebuchadrezar
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Wittgenstein on telling one’s intentions

‘Why do I want to tell him about an intention
too, as well as telling him what I did. …
because I want to tell him something about
myself, which goes beyond what happened at
the time. I reveal to him something of myself
when I tell him what I was going to do.- not,
however, on grounds of self-observation, but by
the way of a response (it might be also called
an intuition).’
(Philosophical Investigations, §659)
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Elizabeth Anscombe - ‘Actions under
descriptions’
1. ‘Are we to say that the man who (intentionally) moves
his arm, operates the pump, replenishes water supply,
poisons the inhabitants, is performing four actions?’
(Anscombe, 1957, §26)
2. ‘… in the acts of pumping poisoned water nothing in
particular is necessarily going on that might not equally
well have been going on if the acts had been pumping
non-poisonous water. Even if you imagine that pictures
of inhabitants lying dead occur in the man’s head, and
please him – such pictures could also occur in the head
of a man who was not poisoning them, and need not
occur in this man. The difference appears to be one of
circumstances, not of anything that is going on then.
(ibid, §24, the last emphasis ours)
3. ‘For moving his arm up and down with his fingers round
the pump handle is, in these circumstances, operating
the pump; and, in these circumstances, it is replenishing
the house water-supply; and in these circumstances, it is
poisoning the household. (ibid, §26)
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Austin on performatives

“Speaking generally, it is always necessary that
the circumstances in which words are uttered
should in some way, or ways, be appropriate, and
it is very commonly necessary that either the
speaker himself or other persons should also
perform certain other actions.” (Austin, 1962, p.
8; italics in the original).
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